
 

PROPERTIES OF COVALENT COMPOUNDS
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Intermolecular force ID ID PD PD Hbonds
depends on themolecule

GeneralProperties
lowmeltingpoints and lowboilingpoints1volatile

weak intermolecularforcesare easilybroken
Usuallygases liquids or softsolids
Nonconductors of electricity in the solid liquidstater

But can conduct in the aqueousstale lieHCl
they are non conductorsbecausetheydo not havemobile 1free electrons to
carrythe charge

but in water HClLaq Htt cc
ions carrycharge

The non polarmolecules are soluble in nonpolarsolvents as theyhavesimilar intermolecular forces
ie dissolve

oil hydrocarbon in Hexane Lnonpolar
ID ID ID ID

ie
Paintthinner nonpolar removespaintLnonpolar

ID ID ID ID

The polar molecules are soluble in polarsolvents

ie CH3CH2 OH is soluble in water because they can form hydrogenbonds witheachother



TypicalNonpolarSolvents HClgas is a non conductor as there are no free
Can electrons
CHIK But Hel ag has ions to carry the charge soBenzene Cotto aqueous HCl willconductelectricity
Hexane

whenquestions ask to compare meltingpoints always do it in reference to
meltingpoints structure bonding and

Ar g ID ID 189 intermolecular forces
HCl g PD PD 1150
H2O s Hbonds 0 Cg Cl Compare themeltingpoints of these two
12 s ID ID 114 C The M.Pof 12 is greaterbecausethe
CiaHaza Cs Hbonds 185C instantaneousdipole induceddipoles are
sucrose verystrong stronger than the Hydrogenbonds in ice

This isbecause 12 has a large Mr andtherefore more polarisable electrons and
stronger ID ID forces

WATER liquidus Solid

Ice

Qwhyis ice lessdense than water main question that we have to answer
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Ice has a open fixedhexagonal
arrangementofwatermolecules
Largespaces within ice give the solidstate a lowerdensity
Therefore ice floats on water

water
liquidwateralsohas intermolecular Hbonding f

dimers trimerstetramersele
But in water there are no fixed hexagonal rings
they are fluctuating rigsmade upof any number of H2Omoleculesbut they are veryunstable lie theykeep formingand thenbreaking
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GIANT COVALENT

Relevant Examples SimpleMolecule
Graphite Coo discussedwithgiantcovalentDiamond because it's an allotrope ofcarbon
Si02 Laka Buckminsterfullerene

memberof the fullerenes
Allotropes Two or more different forms Bucky Ballof the same element in the same physical

slatebuthaving a different atomic arrangement
3 Allotropesof carbon all solids

i Graphite
2 Diamond
3 CGO

Graphite Diamond Coo
Density 2.2791cm 3.51g1cm 1.65g1cm

Hardness softt slippery hardestknown soft1slipperysubstance

colour shinyblack transparent blacksolidlpurple
in solution

Electrical Goodconductor non conductor conductssomewhat
conductivity of electricity lowconductivity

GRAPHITE
carbonatom
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muchstronger than the intermolecular force between
thelayers

Graphite has a giant covalent structure madeup of flat layers of carbonatomsarrangedhexagonally

Theflat sheets are stacked together and are connectedby weak vanderwaal'sforcesof attraction

within eachlayer each C atom is bonded covalently to 3 other C atoms

The fourthvalenceelection is available for pibondingbetween adjacent
carbonatoms resulting in delocalizationthroughout the layer
The delocalizedmobileelectrons allow graphite to conductelectricityonlyin theplane of thesheet horizontally

PropertiesofGraphite structure Bonding
i Highmeltingpoint1boilingpointA largeamount of energy isrequired to break the strongcovalentbondsbetween carbon atom held in the giant covalent lattice
2 Goodconductor of electricity

Because it has delocalized electrons to conduct within hexagonal
layer

3 Insoluble in all solvents
In bothpolarand non polar solvents As the solventmolecules cannot
penetrate the graphite lattice due to the presence of strongcovalentbonds within thelayers

u Softandslippery
The van derwaal'sforcesbetween the layers are relativelyweak and are

easilybroken
Graphite isalsoused as a lubricant for this reason
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Each Catom is bondedcovalently to 4 other carbon atoms in a

virtuallyendlessarray
There are strong c C single covalentbonds throughout the lattice

The electrons are localised so diamond does not conduct electricity
No freeelectrons

Diamond has a 3D covalentnetwork of interlockinghexagons

SimpleMolecularStructure
60 BUCKMINSTER FULLERENE

Fullerenes
Discoveredoriginally insoot T
Hollow spherical Cao Cao G20
Each C isbonded covalentlyto3 othercarbons and they are arranged in hexagonal pentagonalrings12 pentagons 20 hexagons

Some delocalization of electrons but less than graphite
weak conductor

Properties
It sublimes at n600 C it has weak uDw forces b w themolecules

It is relativelysoft 1 vow forces

Somewhat soluble in non polar solvents like benzene andmethyl
benzene forms a violet solution
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Graphene
A flatlayer1sheetofcarbonatoms
Hexagonal
One atom thick
verylightlayer


